When __________ came to Boys Town he/she hadn't really experienced a/an __________ family dinner. In fact, if it weren't for a/an __________ call to the Boys Town Hotline, he/she might not have ever had one at all.

Tonight, though, he/she was really __________ because his/her Family Teachers had ordered pizza from Godfather's, and he/she couldn't wait to take a/an __________ slice of his/her favorite flavor, __________. But before he/she __________ wolfed down some __________ pizza, he/she was asked how his/her day went at school.

"It was ok, I guess," he/she said. My best friend __________ and I got in trouble for __________ in class, but other than that, everything was really __________." He/she then __________ a slice of __________ pizza and __________ in his/her __________.

He/she then looked around the table and __________, realizing that he/she had found a true family and a true home for the first time in his/her life.

"I really __________ you guys," he/she blurted out suddenly. "Aww, that's sweet," his/her Family Teacher replied. "We __________ you too!"

This week, __________ planned out our meal. They made a list, went to the __________, and bought all the groceries including __________ to make for dinner. Once we had all the groceries, __________ cooked the for us to eat. It looked __________ and smelled __________! Right before dinner, __________ helped by putting plates, __________, and __________ on the table.

As everyone settled in to start eating, __________ started the conversation by asking everyone what their favorite food was. __________ raised their __________ and exclaimed, "I love __________!"

When dinner was over, everyone took their __________ to the sink to be washed. __________ loaded the rest of the dishes into the __________.

After all the cleaning was done, the family talked about what tasks they had enjoyed doing most to make dinner happen. Since it's helpful to talk to with others about dinner time, some questions they asked their friends were:

What are your favorite __________ to eat?

Do you have any other helpful tips?

When they share online, they use the hashtag #AtTheTableSundaySuppers to find other talking about __________ dinners.